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SUMMARY



AND



CONCLUSIONS



1. Normal human subjectsmadeisometricpulseand stepcon-



tractions about the elbow to visually defined target torques of different amplitudesand at different rates. We measuredjoint torque and electromyograms(EMG) from two agonistand two antagonistmuscles. 2. When the task specificationrequiresthat the subjectexplicitly alter the rate at which torque is increased,the ratesof riseof the agonistand antagonistEMG burstscovary with the rate of rise of the torque. For pulsesof torque the duration of motoneuron excitation varieswith the duration of the task-definedcontractile event. 3. When a subject is asked to generatetorques of different amplitudeswithout specifyinga time interval, torque amplitudeis positively correlatedwith how long, and therefore how high, the EMG rose.Subjectsusually proportionately covary the strength of the agonistand antagonistcontractionsbut are not constrained to do so. Somesubjectsusea strategy of varying the antagonist inversely with the agonistcontraction. 4. We extend the organizingprinciplesfor the control of movement about a singlejoint to the control of isometrictorque. These rules statethat control of torque about a singlejoint is exercised by one of two strategies:the speed-sensitive strategy modulates the rate at which contraction risesby varying the intensity of motoneuron-pool excitation. The speed-insensitive strategy varies the duration over which contraction risesbut does not changethe rate. Thesetwo respectivepatterns of torque emerge from pulse-heightand pulse-width modulation of motoneuronpool excitation. 5. The rules defining speed-sensitiveand speed-insensitive strategiesfor movementsare broadened for isometric contractions becauseof the wider range of torque patterns that we observeunder theseconditions. We proposea step-excitationcomponent for prolongedisometric stepcontractions and slowly rising ramp patternsof excitation for contractionsthat developover severalhundredsof milliseconds. 6. The choice of strategiesis basedon task-specifictorque requirements.The sametwo strategiesthat control torque to produce movement apply to the control of isometric torque. Unlike movements,however, isometric tasksare more often controlled by a blending of the two patterns. Possiblereasonsfor this are discussed. INTRODUCTION



Woodworth (1899) first suggested that movements are generated by an initial impulse of force sometimes accompanied by additional corrective impulses. Ghez and colleagues have built on such a model for the control of isometric force (Ghez and Gordon 1987; Ghez and Vicario 0022-3077/90
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1978; Gordon and Ghez 1987a,b). They proposed that torque pulses are generated by “a pulse height control policy” that adjusts the rate of torque rise to reach a desired amplitude with a relatively constant rise time. We have proposed rules for the control of voluntary movement at a single joint that distinguish between two classes of actions that we have called “speed sensitive” (SS) and “speed insensitive” (SI) (Corcos et al. 1989; Gottlieb et al. 1989a,b, 1990). Movements of one distance at different speeds are an example of the former, and movements of different distances with no intention or requirement to change speed are often examples of the latter. The sets of rules for controlling muscle activation to accomplish these different behaviors are termed strategies and together are referred to as a dual-strategy hypothesis. This hypothesis makes two simplifying assumptions that have been developed in detail in a review article (Gottlieb et al. 1989b). The first is that for certain classes of singlejoint movements, the net excitation applied to both the agonist and antagonist motoneuron pools can be characterized by rectangular “excitation pulses” and that to achieve different kinematic goals, subjects adjust either the intensity (pulse-height modulation) of these pulses or their duration (pulse-width modulation). The agonist and antagonist pulses are controlled by the same rule for height and width. The latency of the antagonist pulse (which is the only remaining free variable) is controlled to be proportional to the desired movement time. The pulse-height mode produces the SS strategy and the pulse-width mode the SI strategy for motor control. Other modes of modulating motoneuron excitation are not excluded by the theory but have not been needed. The second assumption of the hypothesis is that the electromyographic (EMG) bursts and muscle tension are proportional to these excitation pulses. These are observable only after low-pass filtering within the motoneuron pools and the muscle contractile mechanism (tension). For either strategy the height and area of the EMG burst will scale with the area of the excitation pulse. Peaks of mechanical variables (tension, velocity, acceleration, etc.) will also tend to scale with the area of the pulse, but these parameters will also depend on the dynamics of the load and the relative timing of the antagonist muscle that have well-defined mechanical effects. In distinguishing between strategies by observing behaviors or their myoelectrical accompaniments, a key difference arising from the above assumptions is found at the
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onset of movement. The SS strategy, used for performing sets of movements at different speeds, for example, leads to EMG bursts and to tension trajectories that diverge from the very onset of contraction. The SI strategy, if used for moving different distances, will produce EMG bursts and tension trajectories that rise along a common path in spite of differences in movement speed and diverge at times that depend on the durations of the excitation pulses. In this paper we address the question of whether the performance of isometric tasks, in which joint torque and its rate of rise are both manipulated, can also be explained within the context of the dual-strategy hypothesis of motor control. Is forceful activation of the muscles about a single joint, whether in the service of movement or isometric contraction, controlled by a unified set of rules for excitation of the motoneuron pools? We will show that these rules, which we have previously elaborated only for movements, can be extended by demonstrating first that I ) joint torque is developed at different rates by an SS strategy that changes the initial intensity of the control signal; and 2) torques of different amplitudes can be generated by an SI strategy employing approximately uniform initial intensities and changing durations of a pulselike control signal. These isometric experiments require us to augment the above rules to deal with kinetic aspects of the action that are negligible for movements but significant for isometric contractions. We will further show therefore that 3) slow isometric contractions are generated not by pulses, but by more gradually modulated patterns of excitation similar to the patterns of the torque record itself; 4) isometric-torque steps require an excitation-step component proportional to the final level of torque. The amplitude of this step can be controlled independently of the initial pulse; and 5) the intensity of antagonist contraction usually follows rules analogous to those for the agonist. However, isometric tasks appear to allow entirely different patterns of antagonist contraction in some subjects under certain task conditions. METHODS



Apparatus and general instructions Seatedsubjectsviewed a computer monitor that displayeda cursor, positionedalong the horizontal axis by the torque about the elbow. A smallstationary marker on the monitor screencorrespondedto zero torque, and a horizontal band waslocatedasa target at different torque levels. The horizontal target band was continuously visible, and its width correspondedto a percentage of maximal-voluntary-contraction (MVC) torque in all the ex. perimentsreported here. The right forearm wasstrappedin a rigid manipulandumwith the arm abducted 90°. For each experiment subjectswere instructed to relax at a fixed position with the upper arm approximately at a right angle to the forearm. A straight arm at full extensionis defined as-9O”, and the experimental neutral position was at -O”. Joint torque was measuredby strain gauges mounted on a shaft at the axis of elbowrotation. The manipulandum was clamped in place for isometric experimentswith the elbow flexed, the forearm horizontal and pointing forward. For movement experiments the fixating clamp was removed, and angle was measured with a variable capacitance transducer
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mounted on the axis of elbow rotation and accelerationwith a piezoresistiveaccelerometermounted to measurethe tangential accelerationvector. The torque, angle, and accelerationsignals weredigitized at 1,000/swith 12-bit resolutionand later digitally filtered at 25 Hz with a second-order,low-pass,Butterworth filter. The first two derivativesof the torque werecomputed. Movement velocity was computed from the accelerationsignalfor nonisometric experiments. When a tone sounded(at -8-s intervals), subjectswere asked to move the cursorto the target zone by elbowflexion. They had2 s from the start of the tone in which to completethe action, and the instructions alsoexplained that reaction time was unimportant. Several kinds of experimental tasks were performed (describedin detail below) after obtaining informed consentaccording to Medical Center approvedprotocols.



EMG measurements EMG surfaceelectrodes(Liberty Mutual Myoelectrodes)were taped over the belliesof four muscles(biceps,short head; brachioradialis; triceps, long and lateral headsidentified by palpation). EMGs were amplified (X 1,600),band-passfiltered (60-500 Hz), and digitized at 1,OOO/sec with 12-bit resolution. To determine their onsets,the EMGs were digitally full-wave rectified, smoothedby a lo-ms moving-averagefilter, and displayedat high gain on a computer monitor. The onsetswere visually estimated usingthe first sustainedriseabovethe baseline,and this wasused asthe referencefor alignment before computing averages.Only the onsetsof a single(1st) burst component of the EMGs were measuredin individual trials. The EMG amplitudeswereall normalizedwith respectto the EMG of an MVC. Beforeplotting, the raw EMG time serieswere digitally full-wave rectified and smoothedwith a 25ms moving-averagewindow.



Tasks and speciJic instructions Subjectswereinstructed to generatea variety of isometriccontraction amplitudes,ratesof contraction, or movementsat different rates.They performed experimentaltasksof different amplitudes in a randomized sequenceof blocks (of 11 similar trials each)with a brief rest betweenconditions. They performed tasks of different rates (which were more difficult for the subjectsto perform) by beginningwith the fastestblock of 20 trials and finishingwith the slowest.This progressionreducedthe amount of practice neededto learn the required ratesof contraction. Subjects performed two classes of isometric contractions,pulsesand steps. Isometric pulsesare contractions in which the torque promptly returns to its initial value after reachingthe target level. Isometric stepsare contractions in which a target value of torque is sustainedfor the duration (2 s) of the recordinginterval. In all experiments the first trial of a serieswas routinely discarded. Someindividual trials werealsorejectedduring visual inspection of the data if the agonistEMG onsetcould not be unambiguously defined, the subject failed to produce or maintain a proper step contraction, or the contraction wasnot performedat the required rate. Our goal was to determine whether there exist strategiesfor controlling isometriccontractionssimilarto thosefor movements (Corcos et al. 1989; Gottlieb et al. 1989a, 1990).Becausethese isometric data were being comparedwith the extensivebody of movement data, we decided that smaller numbersof subjects would be usedif the behavior of all subjectsin an experiment was consistent.Somesubjectswere run more than onceon the same experiment to confirm the consistencyand replicability of our observations.
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contraction rates



Subjects(3 subjects,4 experiments)were instructedto generate the samepeak torque at different rates.Subjectsgenerateda single-peakforce pulse to a target displayed on the monitor and immediately allowedthe force to passivelyreturn to the baseline. The contraction rate at which the peak wasreachedwasadjusted by askingthe subjectsto generatepulsesat their fastestrate for the first series.Estimatesof contraction time were madevisually on an oscilloscopeand reportedto the subjectafter eachcontraction. They wereallowedto practice this with feedbackfrom the experimenter until they could consistentlyachievea desiredcontraction time. For each succeedingblock of contractions, subjectswere asked to prolong their contraction times ~75 ms beyond the previous block time. These samesubjectswere also askedto perform 54’ movements at four different speeds.The sameprotocol as for different-rate isometricpulseswasused.



Step torques: di,g^erent contraction rates Subjects(3 subjects,3 experiments)were instructed to reach a constant target torque at four different rates. The target torque was36%MVC for one of the subjectsand 54% for the other two subjects.The stepcontraction washeld until the end of the signal tone lasting2 s. Rate wasexperimentally controlled in the same way for stepsasfor pulses.
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FIG. 2. Average flexion movements to a target at 54” at 4 different speeds are shown from the same subject in Fig. 1. Left: EMGs are plotted as in Fig. 1. Right: averaged inertial torque, angle (“), and velocity (O/s). Arrows on torque scale mark 50% MVC.



Pulse torques: d$krent



amplitudes



Subjects(3 subjects,5 experiments)wereinstructedto generate pulsecontractions of four different amplitudesand a fixed target width. For example,oneexperimentpositionedthe target at 9, 18, 36, and 54%of MVC with a target width 9% of MVC. The subjects were instructed to generatethe torquesaccurately and rapidly and then relax to allow the torque to return to the resting level. Eachsubjectwasthen instructedto choosea “comfortable” speed,and the experiment was repeated.The interpretation of this term wasleft to the subjectsand wasalwaysmuch slowerthan the first speed.The samelevelsof torque amplitudeand target size wereusedfor both. One subjectwasaskedto perform a third seriesof contractions at eachtorque amplitude. This required the subjectto generatea pulseto the target asfast and accurately aspossiblebut to return the cursor to the starting point asrapidly aspossible.



Step torques: dif2rent amplitudes Subjects(6 subjects,15experiments)wereinstructed to generate isometric contractions of 18, 36, 54, and 72% of MVC. At eachlevel contractionswere performedto four different targetsof 3, 6, 9, and 12% of MVC. Both accuracy and speedwere requested. FIG. 1. Average isometric pulse contractions to 60% MVC with a 6% target at 4 speeds. Right: torque (Nm) and its first 2 derivatives. Left: rectified and smoothed EMGs of 2 agonists (biceps and brachioradialis, increasing upward) and 2 antagonists (lateral and long heads of triceps, increasing downward). EMGs increase in the direction of action of their muscle’s torque. Value of 1.Oimplies an EMG level equal to that observed during an MVC.



RESULTS



Pulse torques: dlg”erent contraction rates Figure 1 plots four torque pulses to the same target amplitude at four different contraction rates. Figure 2 illus-
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trates a series of 54O movements to a 9O target by the same subject who performed the isometric pulses in Fig. 1. For the fastest of the contractions, the peak amplitudes of torque and agonist EMGs in the two figures are of similar magnitude. There is clearly not a perfect correspondence between the two tasks, and we will consider both similarities and differences in the way the nervous system accomplishes the different tasks. Step torques: diferent contraction
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Figure 3 shows step torques to a target at 36% of MVC at four different rates. Like Figs. 1 and 2, the EMG and the torque records for different contraction rates diverge almost immediately. The equilibrium EMGs, like the equilibrium torques, are independent of the rate at which the subject reached that equilibrium. Pulse torques: di#krent amplitudes Figure 4 plots data on the same time and amplitude scales for a subject generating four different torque-pulse amplitudes at both a rapid (Fig. 4A) and a comfortable (Fig. 4B) rate. For the faster contraction, the two heads of the triceps do not appear to behave quite the same. The lateral-head EMG in Fig. 4A has only one distinguishable burst component, whereas the long head has a small, uniform early component and a larger second component at a latency that increases with target torque. For the slow pulse contractions illustrated in Fig. 4B, all muscles show EMGs that gradually rise at initial rates that are independent of
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FIG. 3. Average isometric step contractions to 36% MVC at 4 different rates of contraction. Data are plotted as in Fig. 1.



FIG. 4. Average isometric pulse contractions over 4 amplitudes (9, 18, 36, and 54% MVC to a 9% target) with 2 different instructions to the same subject are shown. Instructions were to be accurate and fast (A) or generate contractions at a “comfortable speed” (B). Subjects relaxed to allow torque to return to the baseline. Although the 2nd derivative of torque appears much noisier in B than in A, that is because of the much lower signal level for this slower contraction.
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the target torque and separate into distinguishably separate paths - 100 ms after contraction onset. In one subject we modified the instructions to stress both reaching the target and returning to the baseline as rapidly as possible. In all other experiments the subjects had returned to the baseline by relaxing their muscles. Pulse flexions under both modes of return were performed for 9, 18, 36, and 54% of MVC. The lower amplitudes were chosen to reduce fatigue. Figure 5 overplots the two sets of 36% MVC contractions. Several differences between the two torque and EMG trajectories in Fig. 5 are noteworthy. First, the fast-returning torque pulse is narrower than the relaxing pulse, which is evidence that the subject accomplished the task that he was asked to do. Second, the rising phases of the pulses are almost identical up to the peak in torque, which occurs slightly sooner and at a slightly lower level for the fast return. In the derivatives of the torque, the similarity is clearer. Third, the agonist EMGs are identical until - 100 ms after contraction onset, almost to the peak in torque. Fourth, the antagonist EMGs are identical for ~50 ms, roughly the interval of the early antagonist component. The second antagonist component is greatly enhanced by the instruction of a fast return, because more extensor torque is required to perform this task. The necessity for distinguishing two antagonist components is best illustrated by this separation. Fifth, with a fast return there is a
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FIG. 5. Two sets of average isometric pulse contractions to a 36% MVC target. Dashed line, the subject was instructed to allow the display cursor to passively return to the baseline. Solid line, the subject was instructed to rapidly return the cursor to the baseline. Data are plotted as in Fig. 1.



FIG. 6. Average isometric step contractions over 4 amplitudes ( 18,36, 54, and 72% MVC to 3% target). Instructions were to be accurate and fast. Data from 2 different subjects in A and B and plotted as in Fig. 1.
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large second agonist burst. This presumably of antagonist to the antagonist.



plays the role



Step torques: dlflerent amplitudes Figure 6 shows two sets of torque step contractions as accurately and rapidly as possible to targets at four different amplitudes. Notice that a fourfold variation in the torque step amplitude is not always accomplished by similar changes in its derivatives. All four torques in part A rise at similar rates for -50 ms (as do the 2 largest torques in part B). The uniformity of the initial trajectories in Fig. 6 should be compared with the divergence of the initial trajectories that are seen when the rate of contraction is deliberately modulated (e.g., Fig. 3). In like manner, the EMGs of both agonist and antagonist muscles each initially rise along a slope that is relatively independent of the target torque. Figure 6A is one of the best examples of uniformly rising agonist EMGs and torques for an isometric step experiment, independent of target torque. In Fig. 6B the torque
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onsets are less uniform. In general the degree of uniformity in the rising torques of isometric steps is not as consistent as that of inertial torque for movements of different distances. To compare the EMG levels, Fig. 7 shows mean values of integrated EMGs of biceps plotted against triceps (lateral head) for both the phasic component (O-200 ms) and the tonic component (500- 1,000 ms) where 0 corresponds to the onset of the biceps EMG. Figure 7 highlights the existence of a significant difference between the two EMG patterns of Fig. 6. Integrated agonist activity always covaried with torque, but in contrast to this, in these two subjects the antagonist activity varied in opposite manners with torque level. In part A antagonist activity increased with torque, whereas in part B it decreased. Another unusual feature of the response in Fig. 6B is that the antagonist extensor muscles became active earlier than the agonist flexors in performing this step flexion. Appropriately, there is a brief, small change in joint torque into extension preceding the more pronounced and intended flexion torque. A similar observation of torque being initiated in the wrong direction can be seen in Ghez and Gordon (1987), Figs. 2-5, where it was preceded by a brief silence in a tonically active agonist or a brief antagonist contraction. This behavior was not detected during the experiment. One contributing factor might be the previously reported phenomenon of premotion silence (Yabe 1976) done unconsciously by some subjects. A second is contraction of remote muscles of the shoulder and trunk that could produce torques on the manipulandum that are unrelated to elbow muscle contractions. This behavior was not unique to this subject. DISCUSSION
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7. Averaged EMGs of agonist versus antagonist are plotted for both subjects from Fig. 6. Phasic EMG quantities are integrated over a 200-ms time interval starting from the onset of the biceps EMG. Tonic EMG quantities are integrated over a 500-ms time interval beginning 500 ms after the onset of the biceps EMG. A and B correspond to those of Fig. 6. FIG.



The dual-strategy hypothesis proposes two distinct strategies (SS and SI) for activating motoneuron pools. They emerge as different patterns for modulating joint torque, and the choice between them is influenced by specific features of the torque trajectory required to perform a given task. If we neglect the effects of changing muscle lengths and velocities on force production,’ then we should expect similarities between the control patterns for isometric contractions and movements to the extent that the muscles are required to produce similar forces. The primary issue addressed here is whether the same two strategies used for movements can describe isometric contractions about a single joint when subjects are performing equivalent tasks. To the degree that we can conclude that isometric contractions and free movements share common control patterns, this would be a useful unifying concept. This raises the question of what an isometric equivalent of a movement is. From the perspective of the subjects’ instruction and percept, step isometric contractions are the closest equivalent of step movements. Both tasks require ’ We do not assume that these are insignificant factors. However, much of the initial agonist burst for fast contraction precedes movement and is therefore effectively isometric. Viscoelastic factors are likely to be more important in the braking phase of a movement than in its acceleration phase. This factor may account for our poorer understanding of antagonist behavior.
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moving a cursor from an initial position to a target position and holding it there. From a control perspective, however, the muscle forces required to perform the tasks would seem fundamental. This suggests that isometric torque pulses (Fig. 1) may be more akin to phasic movements with their pulses of inertial torque (Fig. 2) than are isometric torque steps (Fig. 3). However, examination of the data reveals many differences that must be considered as we examine different contraction patterns. S’S strategy under isometric conditions Our model for controlling contraction speed postulates three observable features for an SS strategy: 1) intensitymodulated rectangular pulses of excitation are delivered to both agonist and antagonist motoneuron pools that, because of the filtering effects of the muscle tissue, produce EMG bursts and torques that rise at different rates depending on the contraction speed; 2) the durations of these pulses are approximately constant (but see section 14.3 of Gottlieb et al. 1989b); and 3) the latency of the antagonist increases with movement time. Feature 1, the variation of EMG and torque rates of rise with contraction speed, is the only one that fits Figs. 1 and 3 well. Let us consider some of the implications of the differences between isometric contractions and movements. Beyond the excitation pulse-the need for steps The simplest model of the relation between motoneuron excitation and the EMG is that of a first-order, linear differential equation. This captures many of the variations in the initial slopes, peaks, and area of the EMG bursts as they are affected by changes in the amplitude or duration of a rectangular excitation pulse (Corcos et al. 1989; Gottlieb et al. 1989a). An obvious shortcoming of this model is that for step isometric contractions such as Figs. 3 and 6, there is no mechanism for sustaining a constant contraction. Therefore we must add an excitation step component to the pulse2 to maintain tonic torque levels. Figure 3 illustrates different rates of contraction produced by different initial excitation intensities but the same tonic step. Figure 6 illustrates contractions with varying levels of excitation step. Step intensities must be chosen to produce the desired tonic level of joint torque from the co-contracting antagonists. The initial excitation intensities (i.e., EMG slopes) in Fig. 6, although not constant, are certainly less variable than in Fig. 3. This suggests that the initial excitation component can be chosen independently from the step component to produce the desired rate at which a tonic level is reached.3 This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 8. The net final value of torque required by the task can be generated by an arbitrary combination of synergist and 2 In fact, EMGs associated with movements of inertial loads (Gottlieb et al. 1989a) also show a small tonic component that overcomes the joint’s inherent elastic properties and maintains an equilibrium position away from rest. This has usually been ignored by us (and others) because it is both small and, in previous papers, not relevant. 3 Although the model allows us to easily imagine using an initial pulse of constant amplitude and duration while varying the step amplitude, it is not apparent what tasks a subject should be asked to perform that would use such an excitation pattern.
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FIG. 8. Idealized representation of agonist excitation for several kinds of tasks. Horizontal arrow indicates the control applied for a fast SI task of different distances. Vertical arrow indicates the control applied for an SS task of different but relatively fast contraction speeds. Shaded lines indicate how the pulse component must change for contractions that are intended to take more than -250 ms to reach peak torque. Step excitation component is absent for pulse contractions and is small for isotonic phasic movements. It is an obligatory component for tasks that maintain a nonzero net level of torque for a prolonged period of time.



antagonist contraction, a problem of static indeterminacy (Dul et al. 1984a,b; Siereg and Arvikar 1973). This is clearly a degree of freedom that subjects can and do use, as illustrated by the contrasting behavior of the antagonists of the two subjects in Figs. 6 and 7. Because control is only exercised by our experimental paradigm over the net torque, this difference must be considered in speculating about possible roles for the antagonist in isometric contractions. Our subjects were unaware of a difference. The benefit that accompanies nonuniqueness is that, to a degree, net joint torque, which is a function of the difference between the two muscle (group) contractions, can be controlled independently of the net joint stiffness, which is a function of their sum (Hogan 1984). Beyond the excitation pulse-the



need for ramps



A second limitation of pulse modulation emerges with slowly rising torques, illustrated by the slower records in Figs. 1 and 3. Previously presented data for SS movements are reasonably consistent with the modulation of pulse amplitude at a constant-pulse duration (Corcos et al. 1989; Gottlieb et al. 1990), although we do not rule out an SS strategy that varies both (Gottlieb et al. 1989b). For brief contractions driven by a pulse the initial slope of the EMG is determined by the excitation intensity and the dynamic electrical characteristics of the muscle filter. These depend primarily on myoneural junction and sarcolemma properties. The initial slope of the torque will be similarly dependent on excitation intensity and the dynamic forcegenerating characteristics of the muscle. These will depend primarily on Ca2+ release and binding as well as actinmyosin interactions. The data presented in this paper covers a much wider range of contraction times than we have discussed previously, and the implications of this must be considered. With the use of a fixed-width excitation pulse, its intensity determines the rate at which the torque will rise and can be chosen by the subject to assume any value from zero
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to a value that is maximum for that width. The peak torque will be proportional to both intensity and width. This presents a problem in obtaining slowly rising, strong contractions because, if the intensity of the pulse is constrained by a need to control the rate of rise of the joint torque, then it cannot also be constrained to independently control torque amplitude. This is illustrated by considering an isometric step contraction. The strength of the tonic component of the contraction will be determined by the intensity of the excitation step, whereas the rate at which the torque rises to that tonic level will be determined by the intensity of the excitation pulse. To produce fast contractions, a large pulse and a smaller step will give typical burst patterns of EMG and rapidly rising torques. Strong, fast contractions with steps and pulses of similar sizes may show little or no EMG-burst component (e.g., the stronger contractions of the sets illustrated in Fig. 6). However, strong, slow contractions imply that the pulse intensity might have to fall below that of the step. Passing such a staircase-excitation pattern through a first-order, low-pass filter will not produce any of the EMG patterns that are observed during slow contractions. It is neither reasonable nor necessary to assume that the set of patterns used by the nervous system to control movements is so impoverished as to be limited to pulses and steps. We previously restricted our discussion to pulses and steps on the basis of parsimony; and they are adequate until contractions become too slow. At that point we want a more ramplike pattern such as illustrated by the dashed lines in Fig. 8. Some of the kinematic and kinetic features of these contractions can be demonstrated by simulation using only rectangular pulses of neural excitation to the muscle (e.g., Hannaford and Stark 1985). Simulation of more complex waveforms with inclusion of the motoneuron filter process is under way. DeJining fast contractions The foregoing disc ussion leaves unanswered the question of what defines a fast contraction. In terms of control rules, this is equivalent to asking what factors force a transition from abruptly rising (pulse) to smoothly rising (ramp) excitation patterns? This should not be an arbitrary distinction but one arising from dynamic properties of the motor control system. One approach emerges from examination of muscle contractile dynamics. In two of our subjects we measured isometric twitch torques by applying single electrical pulses over the belly of the biceps. Modeling the twitch by a linear second-order differential equation gives a settling time of -250 ms. This implies that an attempt to generate torques that rise to a peak in less than this time will be limited by muscle contractile dynamics. Briefer rise times can be achieved by controlling the intensity of an abruptly rising excitation pulse and a counteracting, delayed antagonist pulse. Torques that rise to their peaks in longer times can be controlled by gradually rising excitation to the motoneuron pools. Similar conclusions and a critical time of 200 ms have been proposed by Ghez and Gordon (1987). Because only pulses of excitation are required and only
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bursts of EMG are observed, fast isometric-pulse contractions are in this sense better equivalents to movements than isometric steps. However, our pulse tasks (like those used by others, Ghez and Gordon 1987) asked the subjects to reach a target and relax back to the resting torque level; yet subjects always activated the antagonist muscle. Ghez and Gordon demonstrated that similar antagonist-activation patterns could be used for matched isometric steps and pulses of equal rise time (Ghez and Gordon 1987, Fig. 4). This suggested to them that one role of the antagonist could be to oppose the rising agonist torque to obtain the correct peak at a higher rate of contraction than would be possible if the agonist contracted alone (see also Wierzbicka et al. 1986). This interpretation is supported by contractions such as shown in Figs. 1 and 4. The antagonist is either activated virtually simultaneously with the agonist or has a slightly delayed burst of activity that precedes the peak torque (e.g., Fig. 4A). SI strategy under isometric conditions The distinguishing feature of a fast SI strategy is that the excitation-pulse intensity is constant, whereas its duration is modulated. Different distances or inertial loads are often moved with the use of this strategy (Gottlieb et al. 1989a, 1990, see Gottlieb et al. 1989b for additional references). The isometric task of contracting to different percentages of MVC seems sufficiently similar to moving different distances that we should examine these contractions for evidence of the SI strategy. Examples of such contractions can be found in Fig. 4 for pulses and Fig. 6 for steps. Figure 6A shows our best example of uniformly rising EMGs and torques (see also Ghez and Gordon 1987, Fig. 9). However, we generally found that under isometric conditions, the rising phases of the EMG bursts and of the torque pulse, although certainly less variable than seen with the SS tasks of Figs. 1 and 3, were not constant but varied with duration. The SI strategy uses excitation pulsewidth modulation that directly affects the duration of the agonist EMG bursts. Figure 4A demonstrates modulation of the agonist-burst duration similar to that seen under isometric conditions by Ghez and Gordon (1987, Fig. 9) and by us for movements (Gottlieb et al. 1989a, 1990). The behavior of the antagonist in terms of measures of strength of contraction has been discussed above. Its latency was considerably less (~20 ms) than under movement conditions, and there was often only a single distinguishable component. However, when a subject was asked to rapidly return the force to the baseline rather than relax back to it, a second component in the antagonist was clear, as seen in Fig. 5. The quantitative degree of antagonist activation is exquisitely sensitive to the way the subject is trying to perform the task (Waters and Strick 198 1). Figure 5 demonstrates the separate identity of two components in a way that is not as evident from our other tasks. The two heads of the triceps behave in a noticeably different way, although whether this has functional implications is not clear. Our model assumes that EMG and torque are consequences of the same control signal seen through different physiological filtering mechanisms. Therefore uniformities
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of the controlling signal should produce similar kinds of uniformities in both EMG and torque. For movements the correspondence between the two signals is very good (recognizing that surface EMG signals are an incomplete measure of muscle contraction), and the latency of the antagonist is sufficiently long that the initial rise of the torque can be attributed primarily to the agonist. For fast isometric contractions, little of the rising torque can be solely attributed to the agonist but rather, represents the difference between agonist and antagonist activations. Slight changes in antagonist intensity or latency will be seen as differences in the rate of rise of the net torque signal. The very brief isometric-antagonist latency may be part of the reason that the torques in Figs. 4 and 6 rise less uniformly than do the agonist EMGs. We would conclude from these data that under our isometric conditions, subjects frequently use an approximation rather than a pure SI strategy. That is, they often covary intensity with duration for fast contractions. This departure from SI rules is similar to that seen by Hoffman and Strick ( 1986, 1990) for very lightly loaded wrist movements. SS strategy and “pulse-height
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The most extensive study of isometric pulses is by Ghez and Gordon (Ghez and Gordon 1987; Gordon and Ghez 1987a,b). They propose a theory of pulse-height control in which the amplitude of a torque-pulse contraction is modulated by controlling the rate at which torque increases (Ghez 1979; Ghez et al. 1983). Their experimental tasks and ours can be summarized by Table 1. For an isometricpulse-torque contraction, let R = contraction rate; T = time-to-peak torque; and A = peak torque amplitude. The relation between them can be written in different ways depending on the task. The subject is asked to perform a contraction in which the experimenter specifies the value of the variable listed in the first column. The second column lists the variable that a subject regulates at a relatively constant level. The third column is the variable that is controlled according to the equation in column 4 to accomplish the instructed task. TABLE



1.



Task



Regulated, Constant



Controlled, Varied



Rule



Strategy



Excitation Parameter



A T A



T A R



R R T



R = T/A R = T/A T = R/A



SS SS SI



Intensity Intensity Duration



Dependencyof control variable on task



Contraction tasks requiring subjects to perform isometric pulse contractions to some peak torque amplitude (A) in a subject selected time (T) can be accomplished in different ways. If different amplitudes are reached in an approximately constant time (row l), or the same torque amplitude is reached in different times (row 2), the rate of torque rise (R) must be adjusted. An alternative strategy is to fix the rate of rise at some approximately constant value. In this case, T must vary to achieve different values of A (row 3). When these two strategies are described in terms of motoneuron pool excitation patterns, the former is the speed-sensitive strategy (SS), which modulates excitation-pulse intensity and the latter is the speed-insensitive strategy (SI), which uses a constant intensity for the excitation pulse while modulating its duration.
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The pulse-height theory states that “human subjects vary the size of aimed force impulses by controlling the rate of rise of force while maintaining the rise time of force around a value which is dependent upon the instruction set” (Gordon and Ghez 1987a). This task is described by the top row. An alternative name would be a rate-control theory for pulse height. This pattern is identical to the SS strategy that we describe at the level of the excitation pulse. Some investigators have observed times-to-peak torque to remain approximately constant (for any 1 instruction) and increase for the accurate instruction (Freund and Bundingen 1978; Ghez and Gordon 1987). Achieving higher peak torque in a constant interval of time requires a faster rising torque that must be produced by a higher intensity of excitation pulse. This will be accompanied by a faster-rising, higher-EMG burst with a larger area. The same strategy is also observed when subjects are instructed to produce torque pulses of the same peak amplitude at different peak times (2nd row of the table). Rates of rise of torque and EMG will vary inversely with time to peak. Examples can be found in our Fig. 1 and Fig. 5 of Ghez and Gordon ( 1987).4 Analogous behavior for step tasks is shown in our Fig. 5 where time-to-step-target value (or some percentage of it) is used instead of time to peak. Assuming a deterministic, causal relation between excitation and torque, the pulse-height and SS theories are equivalent because excitation intensity is a primary determinant of the rate of rise of torque. Whether one experimentally manipulates the numerator (T) of the governing equation in the first row (i.e., duration as in our Fig. 1 and Fig. 5 of Ghez and Gordon 1987) or the denominator (A) in the second row (i.e., peak torque as in Fig. 1B of Freund and Bundingen 1978 or Fig. 8 of Ghez and Gordon 1987), the same strategy and the same rule is used by the subject to exert control over rate (R). None of the above tasks can be achieved by an SI strategy. A task manipulation that induces subjects to demonstrate SI behavior is shown in our Figs. 4 and 6. Similar EMG and torque patterns can be found in Fig. 9 of Ghez and Gordon (1987), but they used a trajectory-matching task in which the subject was asked to perform movements with same peak second derivative of torque but different peak-torque levels. Such uniformities in kinetic and EMG onsets are achieved according to our model by a constantintensity excitation pulse with a duration proportional to peak torque, and we call this an SI strategy. The intensity is selected by each subject according to internal criteria that are influenced by instruction. The rate of torque rise is independent of contraction amplitude for a period of time, and the duration of the contraction varies with the distance moved or strength of contraction. It is important to note that although these uniformities may be imposed by the task (such as the trajectory-matching task mentioned above), they can also emerge spontaneously as an entirely optional response. Certainly different target distances 4 The EMG data in support of the above assertion for isometric pulses of constant-peak amplitude are equivocal (Ghez and Gordon 1987). We believe this is primarily because of the way those data have been analyzed and displayed, not because they are contradictory. We have not performed this class of tasks. The EMG data for constant time movements are clearer and are consistent with the prediction (Shapiro and Walter 1986).
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could be reached by varying the intensity of motoneuron excitation as in an SS control pattern and not only by keeping it constant as in the SI pattern. We have referred to the SI strategy as “default” (Gottlieb et al. 1990) because in our apparatus SI is usually used - when the subject is not clearly constrained by the task to use SS. However, we do not expect such a preferred default to apply to all subjects or all settings, because it is not imposed on the subject by the explicit demands of the task. Ghez and Gordon ( 1987), studying isometric-contraction tasks to point targets, concluded that a pulse-height strategy (which is SS in our terms) is the default mode of behavior (see also Freund and Bundingen 1978). Hoffman and Strick (1986, 1990), with the use of a movement paradigm very similar to ours, observed constant times to targets of different distances. Such differences in behavior arise from subtle and nonobvious differences between the experimental paradigms- not from explicit instructions. They do not contradict the notion of two distinct strategies but rather, illustrate the difficulty of experimentally controlling an implicit subject choice. We thank 0. M. Paul for programming support and K. Lee and J. Bhopatkar for assistance in performing the experiments. This work was supported, in part, by National Institutes of Health Grants NS-23593 and AR-33 189. Address for reprint requests: D. M. Corcos, Dept. of Physical Education MC- 194, University of Illinois at Chicago, P.O. Box 4348, Chicago, IL 60680. Received 10 July 1989; accepted in final form 11 May 1990. REFERENCES D. M., GOTTLIEB, G. L., AND AGARWAL, G. C. Organizing principles for single joint movements. II. A speed-sensitive strategy. J. Neurophysiol. 62: 358-368, 1989. DUL, J., JOHNSON, G. E., SHIAVI, R., AND TOWNSEND, M. A. Muscular synergism. II. A minimum-fatigue criterion for load sharing between synergistic muscles. J. Biomech. 17: 675-684, 1984a. DUL, J., TOWNSEND, M. A., SHIAVI, R., AND JOHNSON, G. E. Muscular synergism. I. On criteria for load sharing between synergistic muscles. J. Biomech. 17: 663-673, 1984b. FREUND, H. AND BUNDINGEN, H. J. The relationship between speed and CORCOS,
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